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Abstract
This research applies topology optimization to create feasible functionally graded complaint mechanism designs with
the aim of improving structural performance compared to traditional homogeneous compliant mechanism designs.
Structural performance is assessed with respect to mechanical/geometric advantage and stress distributions. A novel
modified solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) method is adopted for representing local element material
properties in FGM structures. The method of moving asymptotes (MMA) is used in conjunction with adjoint sensitiv-
ity analysis to find the optimal distribution of material properties. Functionally graded materials (FGMs) have material
properties that vary based on spatial position. Here, FGMs are implemented using two different resource constraints –
one on the mechanism’s volume and the other on the integral of the Young’s modulus distribution throughout the de-
sign domain. Two sets of results are presented – polymeric and metallic designs. Geometric non-linear analysis based
on the Neo-Hookean model for hyperelastic materials is used to solve the mechanics problem for polymeric designs,
whereas analysis of metallic materials is solved using conventional linear finite element analysis (FEA). Tensile tests
are performed to obtain the material properties used in the analysis. To ensure an accurate representation when using
linear FEA, metallic designs are subject to stress constraints. A novel method of stress-based design for FGM struc-
tures is presented where local yield strength is a function of local Young’s modulus. Results suggest that FGMs can
achieve the desired improvements in structural performance for certain designs and can also have a favorable effect on
the von Mises stress distribution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 An Introduction to Compliant Mechanisms
The main purpose of mechanisms is to transform an input motion, force, or energy at one location to an output at
separate location. However, their most significant advantage is their ability to produce an output force or displacement
which is higher than the input. This phenomenon is called mechanical (increasing force) or geometric (increasing
displacement) advantage. Energy is conserved across the mechanism (excluding frictional losses) but if the output
displacement is smaller than input displacement, the force at output must be greater than the input force to satisfy
this conservation, or vice versa for geometric advantage. Traditionally this is achieved through the use of rigid-link
mechanisms which incorporate rigid links connected at movable joints. Compliant mechanisms, however, transfer
energy through the elastic deflection of structural members and the use of compliant joints. A comparison between
these mechanisms is shown in Figure 1.1, represented by 4-bar linkages. Compliant mechanisms are light weight;
require no lubrication; have a built-in restoring force due to their elastic nature; and experience less wear, friction
and backlash compared to rigid link mechanisms. The methodology of using topology optimization for compliant
mechanism design was first proposed by Sigmund [1] in 1997.
Figure 1.1: A traditional mechanism with rigid links and movable pin joints (left), and a compliant mechanism with
compliant joints (right).
1
1.2 Motivation
In recent years compliant mechanisms have frequently been proposed for aerospace systems due to their advantages
over traditional rigid-link mechanisms. As compliant mechanisms can be manufactured using fewer parts (usually one
single part) they are lighter than their traditional counterparts. They are also easy to manufacture with modern 3D
printing techniques, and do not require assembly. These advantages can have a large significance especially with the
recent developments towards 3D printing in space [2, 3]. The ability to 3D print mechanisms and tools on board the
International Space Station (or future bases on the Moon and Mars) will save substantially on the cost and time in-
volved in transporting these devices from Earth. However, to achieve a broad-range of movement it is often necessary
for compliant joints to be very thin. These thin members lead to increased localized stresses (stress concentrations),
which cause limitations on the application of these mechanisms.
The motivation of this research is to seek more efficient compliant mechanism designs that can withstand higher
load applications. We look to nature to solve this problem, more specifically to the human body. Throughout our body
we have joints consisting of stiff bones, which act as structural members; and a combination of cartilage and synovial
fluid between bones, which are compliant materials and allow movement. The joint mechanism receives power inputs
from muscles and is held together by tendons (muscle to bone) and ligaments (muscle to muscle) [4]. Bones them-
selves consist of a graded type of material where their properties can vary depending on the position within the bone
[5]. This wide range of different materials and material properties has been developed through millions of years of
evolution to give us efficient joints throughout our body which act as mechanisms.
2
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a human joint detailing different materials.
This combination of stiff and compliant materials allows extensive motion at our joints while also allowing high
load transmissions. The assumption is that by varying the material properties in compliant mechanisms, optimized
solutions will concentrate a rubber-like compliant material at the joints while still using stiffer material for structural
members, similar to the human joint. We hypothesize that by implementing heterogeneous materials, thus expanding
the design space, improved geometric and mechanical advantages can be achieved, and thin structural members will
be eliminated from the designs, improving stress distributions.
1.3 Functionally Graded Materials
One method for achieving these designs is through implementing multiple discrete materials. However, when us-
ing multiple materials there is a distinct boundary between any two materials which can produce a stress concentration
across the interface [6]. In contrast, functionally graded materials (FGMs) can produce a gradual change in material
properties, such as Young’s Modulus, as a function of spatial position. This graded structure is achieved through a
continuous change in composition and microstructure with respect to location [7]. FGMs can be represented by mix-
ing two materials with some distinctly different material property.
3
Figure 1.3: Heterogeneous material with gradation in y direction (left), and linear relationship between mixing ratio
and position in the structure (right) i.e. a linear gradation of the material properties.
To date there has been little precedent in the literature for implementing FGMs compliant mechanism design with
the purpose of improving structural performance. However there has been significant work on multiple material com-
pliant mechanisms to achieve this goal. Alonso et al. [8] used a sequential element rejection and admission (SERA)
method to produce 2- and 3-material compliant mechanism designs. This procedure considers separate material mod-
els (one for each material in the design) in which elements can be rejected or admitted from the material models via
separate criteria. Yin and Anathasuresh [9] also produced multi-material compliant mechanism designs using a peak
function method. Bendsøe and Sigmund introduced a solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) method for
multiple material topology optimization [10]. Subsequently Sigmund has produced other SIMP based formulations
for multi-material compliant mechanism design [11, 12]. Similar SIMP based formulations were also adopted by
Stegmann and Lund [13] where each element is assigned two design variables – one for topology optimization and
another for material optimization. Gaynor and coauthors produced and prototyped 2-material compliant mechanism
designs through PolyJet 3D printing [14]. Here, 2 different SIMP based methods were used to produce optimized
designs which were prototyped and tested experimentally for comparison.
There are some examples in the literature where FGMs are used in compliant mechanism design for different pur-
poses. Carbonari et al. [15, 16] have modeled a functionally graded blend of piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric ma-
terials to produce actuators. These actuators have optimal topology and piezoelectric material distribution to produce
an optimal overall performance. Similarly, Yin and Anathasuresh produced heterogeneous electro-thermal actuated
compliant mechanisms consisting of blends of up to 3 materials using SIMP-based formulations [17]. There also
examples of simultaneously optimizing topology and material gradation for structural applications. Xia [18] produced
FGM beam structures using a level set method and interpreting any given point in the structure as a mixing ratio of
two materials with differing modulus of elasticity. Stump et al. [19], introduced a method to design FGM distributions
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with a tailored von Mises stress field.
1.4 Objectives
We hypothesize that FGMs will produce more efficient mechanisms with respect to mechanical/geometric advan-
tage and stress distributions when compared to traditional homogeneous mechanisms. The objective of this work is to
explore this hypothesis by studying the effect of mechanical results when incorporating FGMs into compliant mech-
anism design. Both polymeric and metallic mechanisms will be studied for this purpose. In order to model FGMs
for topology optimization design it is required to develop methods for representing local element material properties
within the structure. This work also aims to prototype designs and where possible, validate computational results
experimentally.
1.5 Thesis Layout
Topology optimization is introduced in Chapter 2. This chapter will give a brief history of topology optimization,
introduce basic definitions of optimization problems, review different methods of topology optimization, and provide
more detailed descriptions of the basic methods adopted for this work. Chapter 3 signifies the progression into the
more specific methods adopted for this work. This chapter will cover the mechanical analysis used to solve the various
optimization problems presented in this thesis. Chapter 4 details the optimization methods used including problem
definitions and sensitivity analysis. Chapter 5 will present all the results and discussion of findings, followed by a
summary and concluding remarks in Chapter 6.
5
Chapter 2
Topology Optimization
The goal of structural optimization is to produce structural designs with optimal material layouts, sizing and shape.
The concept of structural optimization was first published in 1904 by Australian inventor, Anthony Mitchel [20]. At
the time this contribution had little impact and the contribution was not seen as significant until years later with the
development of computers. In 1972 Rozvany extended this theory to optimal layout, or topologies, of beam structures
[21, 22]. Sizing [23] and shape [24] optimization was introduced soon after. Sizing denotes the optimal thickness
distribution or the optimal member cross-sectional areas in a truss structure for maximizing or minimizing the objec-
tive physical quantity while satisfying other design variables. Shape optimization has a similar objective but finds the
optimal shape of the structure by varying the material domain boundary within a specified design domain. In 1988
Bendsøe and Kikuchi introduced an homogenization method for topology optimization [25]. This method treated
topology optimization as a material distribution problem capable of producing optimal topologies, shapes, and sizes
of structural members simultaneously. This chapter will focus on the methods adopted for topology optimization as a
material distribution problem.
2.1 Topology Optimization as a Material Distribution Problem
Typically in this type of problem the methods follow a basic procedure similar to that outlined in Figure 2.1.
Firstly a design domain is defined with inputs, boundary conditions and desired outputs (when necessary). An ob-
jective function is defined to maximize or minimize a physical quantity such as stiffness, compliance, mechanical
advantage etc. The design domain is discretized into a number of cells (or elements) and an initial guess (initial con-
dition) is set for the material distribution. Finite element analysis is then conducted on the current structure followed
by sensitivity analysis of element material density values. In the optimization phase, sensitivity results are used to
determine how each independent element density should vary to move towards an optimal distribution. The algorithm
tests for convergence with the updated material distribution given specific user defined convergence criteria. If the
design does not converged for the updated distribution, FEA is conducted on the new structure creating an iterative
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procedure until the convergence criteria is satisfied. The converged result is an optimal solution to the design problem.
Figure 2.1: Generic stages of a Topology Optimization Problem [26]
The design domain represents a fixed region in physical space in which material is distributed to produce the most
optimal structure. Optimality of the structure is defined by the objective function, g. Using numerical optimization
techniques, material is distributed within the domain in order to minimize the value of g. This objective function is
also subjected to any number of constraints. All topology optimization problems require at least one constraint to
prevent the problem from being ill-posed. For example, in a compliance minimization (maximize stiffness) problem
the objective function can always be decreased by adding more material to the design domain, therefore a volume
constraint is required. Topology optimization problems are defined in the following manor
min
x
: g(u(x), f(x),x)
subject to : F(u(x), f(x),x)− F¯ ≤ 0
(2.1)
where x are the design variables, the displacement vector, u, and force vector, f, are solutions to the mechanical anal-
ysis, F is the function used to calculate the value of the constraint, and F¯ is the bound of the constraint. Note that the
problem may be subject to multiple constraints, all of which take the same as in Eqn. 2.1.
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2.2 SIMP Method
As mentioned previously, Bendsøe and Kikuchi developed the homogenization method [25], the first method of
treating topology optimization as a material distribution problem. As previously discussed, a domain is defined and
discretized into a series of cells. For this method, each cell contains a rectangular hole or a series of distributed rect-
angular holes. Homogenization theory is used to obtain a set of material properties for each cell while the cell’s hole
size is varied in order to gain an optimal solution. Cells with small holes are interpreted as solid material whereas cells
with large holes are interpreted as void regions. Hole dimensions (width and height) in each cell and the orientation of
the cell structure are regarded as design variables, which produces a large number of variables and decreases compu-
tational efficiency. The homogenization method was also the first topology optimization method capable of achieving
optimal designs of both shape and sizing of members. The cell structure of the analysis introduced a fixed mesh which
gave this method a significant advantage over other topology methods presented at the time.
The Solid Isotropic Material Penalization (SIMP) method takes a simplified form of the homogenization method.
Like the homogenization method the specified design domain is meshed into a fixed grid and material is redistributed
throughout the domain to find an optimal solution to maximize/minimize a specific objective function. Unlike the ho-
mogenization method which uses a microscale structure to introduce material density, the SIMP method incorporates
material density as a non-physical independent variable. The SIMP method assumes that material properties are con-
stant within each element. This eliminates the need to evaluate and determine microstructures and their orientation,
thus reducing the number of variables from 3 to 1, and resulting in a higher computational efficiency. Sigmund et al.
has provided a number of freely available topology optimization short MATLAB codes that exemplify the computa-
tion efficiency of the SIMP method [27, 28].
The SIMP method is often referred to as the power law approach. The effective material stiffness for a given
element, Ee, is expressed as the product of the materials Youngs modulus, E0, and some function, φ of material
density, xe, where 0 < xe ≤ 1.
Ee = φ(xe)E0 (2.2)
If a density falls between 0 and 1 it is an intermediate density defined as neither solid or void. This is seen as
grey elements in the final optimal design, and known as greyscale. To minimise or eliminate greyscale the function
φ(xe) is chosen such that during the optimization process each cell is forced either to solid or void phase by penalizing
these intermediate densities. A number of penalization functions have been used throughout different literature, but
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the most popular is that which was introduced by Bendsøe [29].
φ(xe) = xe p (2.3)
Ee = xe pE0 (2.4)
where p is the penalization parameter. Bendsøe and Sigmund proved that this power law approach is valid when p is
sufficiently large and should be selected at p≥ 3 [30].
There are a number of ways to model material distribution problems, the most common being SIMP and level-set
methods. The level set method optimizes the the location of the material boundary where elements inside the boundary
are given a material density of 1 and elements outside the boundary a material density of 0 [31]. This method requires
the user to specify an initial boundary for the domain in order to control the length scale and level of detail found in
the optimized domain. As a result this method is prone to converging to sub-optimal structures based on the initial
guess [32]. This work uses the SIMP-based methods throughout as it is easier to avoid convergence at sub-optimal
designs, but also because of the simplicity of implementing a SIMP-based method.
2.3 Numerical Instabilities
It has been noted that a number of numerical instabilities can arise when using a density-based topology optimiza-
tion procedure [33, 34]. These instabilities stem from the numerical formulations used to solve the problem. Different
instabilities can occur at different stages in the optimization problem. This section highlights potential instabilities and
the steps taken to prevent them. To better understand these numerical instabilities we study the topology optimization
of a simply supported beam subject to a unit load halfway across its span. The objective function is to minimize com-
pliance subject to a volume constraint of 0.4. Unless otherwise stated the design domain is discretized into 120x20
elements. The design domain is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Design domain for the simply supported beam example problem.
2.3.1 Grayscale
Grayscale refers to converged designs where certain elements are not equal to either 0 or 1. These intermediate
elements appear as gray in the final structure which gives rise to the name. This instability is mostly avoided due to
the nature of the SIMP method as penalization encourages the optimizer to push material densities 0 or 1. The higher
the penalization, the higher the bias towards 0-1 structure, and the less likely it is for grayscale to occur. However,
choosing a higher penalization parameter can also encourage designs to converge to a local minimum (refer to Section
2.3.4). Figure 2.3 shows the solution to the simply supported beam problem without penalization.
Figure 2.3: Simply supported beam solution without penalization.
2.3.2 Checkerboarding
Checkerboarding can occur when using 4-node quadrilateral elements. These elements allow load to be transferred
from one element to another diagonally through a single common node which can cause the off-diagonal elements to
become void. Hence, an infeasible geometry is created as there will be 0 thickness at the common node. If this occurs
multiple times within the structure a solid-void checkered pattern is produced which gives rise to the name. Checker-
boarding is depicted in the Figure 2.4. This solution implements a penalization parameter of 3 forcing it to converge
to a 0-1 structure, unlike the solution in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Simply supported beam solution containing checkerboarding.
There are number of techniques for eliminating checkerboarding in designs. As checkerboarding only occurs with
4-node quadrilateral elements one method is to use a higher-order order elements, such as 8-node quadrilaterals, how-
ever, this method greatly increases computational time. Another method is to define a mesh discretization such that
single node connections can not occur. Menezes et al. implemented polygonal elements for topology optimization
[35] and Zhou introduced a hybrid discretization to serve this purpose [36]. These methods increase the number of
nodes or elements required, which in-turn also increases computational time. Another alternative approach is to im-
plement patch [37] or restriction [38] methods, which produces groups of 4 or more elements into so called patches,
and enforces constraints between patches.
Throughout this work we use a filtering method due to its simplicity and computational efficiency. This method
is primarily implemented to handle the mesh dependency (refer to Section 2.3.3), however, it also solves the issue of
checkerboarding. Filtering methods establish relationships between any one element and its surrounding elements.
There are two basic types of filtering methods – density filtering [39, 40] and sensitivity filtering [1, 33]. Sensitivity
filtering alters element sensitivities whereas density filtering alters element material densities. Density filtering is cho-
sen for this work as it has the advantage of using the true sensitivities so we know the exact problem the optimization
algorithm is solving. Refer to Section 3.2.2 for a detailed description on the filtering method. Figure 2.5 shows the
solution to the simply supported beam problem with a density filter. By comparing this solution to Figure 2.4 we see
that checkerboarding has been eliminated from the design.
Figure 2.5: Simply supported beam solution with a density filter.
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2.3.3 Mesh-Dependency
Mesh-dependence refers to the case where designs can change drastically with the coarseness of the finite element
mesh. Very coarse meshes can produce inaccurate and unreliable finite element element results while a finer mesh can
increase the complexity of topologies. Finer meshes can produce a large number of thin members which can increase
the complexity, reduce the viability and reduce manufacturability of the design. Unless steps are taken to rectify this
effect, drastically different designs will be achieved depending on the mesh used. Ultimately, this irregularity occurs
because the physical description of the problem is ill-posed causing a nonexistence of solutions [33].
Parameter constraints can be used to control the sizing or number of structural members in optimal designs [33].
This in turn then addresses the issue of mesh-dependency. In this work however, we achieve mesh independence
through density filtering (previous discussed in Section 2.3.2). For a more detailed description on density filtering
refer to Section 3.2.2. Mesh-independence can be achieved with density filtering provided an appropriately sized fil-
ter radius is chosen. The filter radius should be determined based on the size of the domain and independent of the
element size. It is also worth noting that density filters produce a gray fuzzy area around the material boundary. A
comparison between mesh-dependent and mesh-independent designs is shown in Figure 2.6.
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(a) Solutions with a small density filter spanning only adjacent elements. Coarse mesh (top) has 120x20 elements, fine mesh
(bottom) has 240x40 elements
(b) Solutions with an appropriate density filter spanning equal distance regardless of element size. Coarse mesh (top) has 120x20
elements, fine mesh (bottom) has 240x40 elements
Figure 2.6: Comparison between (a) mesh-dependent designs with a small density filter and (b) mesh-independence
designs with an appropriate density filter.
2.3.4 Local Minima
During the search for an optimal design the optimizer can on occasion converge to a design that is locally optimal
but sub-optimal on the global scale. For non-convex design problems there may be a number of given designs within
the design space that are minimal within some neighborhood surrounding those design points, but are not at a global
minimum, i.e. there exists another point within the design space that will produce a better design. These points are
called local minima and the minimum point in the entire design space is called the global minimum. This concept
can easily be represented in three dimensional space with an optimization problem having an objective function, g,
and two design variables, x1 and x2 (refer to Figure 2.7). Here the design space is represented by a surface that has
two lower limit points. One of these points produces a lower value of g and hence is the optimal solution or global
minimum. The other point is a local minimum and produces the best design within its local neighborhood but is
sub-optimal throughout the entire design space.
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Figure 2.7: Design space for an objective function, g(x1,x2), containing a local and global minimum.
In topology optimization the inclusion of the penalization parameter, p, makes the problem non-convex which can
create local minima. In most non-convex optimization problems one can test whether their design is a local minimum
by solving the optimization problem from different initial conditions. If the optimizer converges to multiple designs
then it is known all but one of those designs is a local minimum (but does not guarantee the last design is a global
minimum). In topology optimization there is a large number of design variables (at least one per element in the dis-
cretized mesh), meaning that to carry out such a procedure will require running a large number of simulations from
different initial conditions, and so will not be suitable. However, when using a power law interpolation function (φ in
Eqn. 2.2) we can ensure that optimal solutions can be produced if the initial conditions are neutral.
The penalization method creates a bias in the optimizer such that design variables are pushed to extreme values,
i.e. x ∈ {0,1}. If a design variable, x, is equal to 0.2 the optimizer will be biased in moving the value of x towards
0. The same can said for x = 0.8, where the optimizer will be bias in pushing the value of x towards 1. This bias is
created by the slope of the function, φ , and causes the optimizer to push design variables away from their ideal values
for a globally optimal solution, and in turn converging to a sub-optimal design. To prevent these biases from impacting
the solution it is important to select initial conditions that are as neutral as possible. Typically topology optimization
problems are subject to a form of resource constraint (refer to Section 4.1.2). An appropriate neutral initial condition
is to ensure this constraint is active and that all design variables are equal, i.e. for a resource constraint of 0.4, each
design variable will have an initial conditions xi=0 = 0.4. Figure 2.8 shows two different initial conditions (top) and
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their optimal solutions (bottom). Notice how a random material distribution for an initial condition converges to a
sub-optimal solution (local minimum).
(a) Random initial material distribution (top) and corresponding converged solution (bottom).
(b) Neutral initial material distribution (top) and corresponding converged solution (bottom).
Figure 2.8: Comparison between converged solutions with (a) random initial material distribution and (b) neutral
initial material distribution.
Another way to ensure convergence at a global minimum is through continuation methods [41, 42]. Continuation
methods alter the optimization parameters incrementally over the course of solving the optimization problem. The
most common continuation method is to alter the penalization parameter [10, 43, 44, 45]. Here an initial value of p
is selected such to create little or no bias in the initial stages of optimization. As the problem develops the value of p
is increased gradually to its target value. Implementing this method ensures the design variables are not prematurely
pushed to the extreme values thus avoiding local minima. Another continuation method is adaptive filtering [1, 12]
where the filter size is initially large and is slowly decreased to produce a 0-1 design. Alternatively a weighting func-
tion can be used to gradually increase cost of intermediate densities [46]
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2.4 Manufacturing Considerations
Topology optimization methods were first developed over 40 years but only recently have started make an impact
within industry [21, 22]. For example, Airbus have applied topology optimization to the design of leading edge ribs in
the wings of their A380 airliner [47]. One reason why it has taken so long for these design methods to have an influ-
ence within industry comes with the developments in additive manufacturing. The flexibility of topology optimization
as design method makes it perfect for additive manufacturing where complex geometry can easily be manufactured.
However, manufacturing constraints should still be considered at the design stage.
Common manufacturing considerations include symmetric modeling, resource constraints, cyclic modeling, min-
imum member sizing constraints, minimum thickness constraints (to eliminate holes in 3D topology optimization)
[48], and convolution filtering functions [49]. Minimum sizing constraints ensures that designs are created that can
easily manufactured using traditional manufacturing methods [49, 50]. Cyclic modeling takes advantage of repetition
in geometry of design problems such as the linear repetition of ribs in aircraft wings [47, 51] or circular repetition of
spokes in a wheel [52, 53]. Symmetric modeling is similar to that of cyclic modeling where one takes advantage of the
symmetry of design problem. These methods also vastly reduce computational time. Convolution filtering functions
are used to produce clearer boundaries when using density based topology optimization. These filters implement a
nonlinear relationship between weighting and distance from the filtered element, thus reducing the size of the gray
smeared boundaries due to the filtering process. Resource constraints are cost constraints on the amount of material
available for the design. This constraint keeps manufacturing costs low and in many cases (such as compliance min-
imization problems) prevents the optimization from becoming ill-posed. Refer to Section 4.1.2 for more on resource
constraints. Symmetric modeling and resource constraints are the most common manufacturing considerations in
topology optimization and will be implemented throughout this work.
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Chapter 3
Mechanical Analysis
This chapter will detail the mechanical analysis used for both metallic and polymeric materials. Section 3.1 de-
scribes the process of conventional linear finite element analysis (FEA) and then expands this theory to nonlinear FEA.
Section 3.2 describes discretization methods including introducing the formulation for modeling functionally graded
materials and the filtering process. Stress-based design is summarized in Section 3.3.
3.1 Finite Element Analysis
Compliant mechanisms achieve movement through the deflection of structural members which can produce large
strains during operation. With large strains it is important to ensure materials do not yield (or fail). Because of this
polymeric materials are often suggested for compliant mechanism design as they can experience large strains without
failing. These materials experience geometric nonlinearity which means the material response is non-linear due to
large changes in geometry of the structure [54]. This also means that conventional linear FEA is no longer suitable
for analysis of these materials. However, linear FEA is suitable for mechanical analysis of metallic materials as they
experience a linear material response providing it does not yield. In this work, linear FEA is used in conjunction with
stress constraints (to ensure the material does not yield) for the analysis of metallic mechanisms.
Polymeric hyperelastic materials experience a nonlinear load-displacement relationship within their elastic range.
There are a number of examples in the literature nonlinear finite element analysis is used for topology optimization
[39, 55, 56]. Sigmund et al. has demonstrated the importance of nonlinear analysis in compliant mechanism de-
sign through a comparison with linear designs [55]. This paper shows how drastically designs can change based on
the finite element model, and even suggests a gain in performance up to a factor of 2.5 can be achieved with non-
linear vs. linear analysis. There are a number of hyperelastic models that can be used for this analysis as discussed
in [57] [58], and some recent example where these are implemented for topology optimization include [45, 59, 60, 61].
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3.1.1 Linear Finite Element Analysis
Linear finite element analysis is the standard for solving problems with metallic materials. These materials
experience a linear elastic force-displacement relationship provided the material does not yield. This condition will be
enforced with the use of a stress constraint. Stress-based design is discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. Given an
external force distribution in the form a vector, f, a nodal displacement vector, u, can be determined via the following
governing equation
R = K(x)u− f = 0 (3.1)
where K is the stiffness matrix, which is a function of the design variables, x, and is a global assembly of element
stiffness matrices ke. Element stiffness matrices are calculated as follows
ke =
∫
Ωe
B¯TDB¯dΩe (3.2)
where B¯ is the strain-displacement matrix containing spatial derivatives of the shape functions, N, with respect to the
coordinates, x. The constitutive matrix assumes plane stress and is represented by D. The term Ωe represents that it is
an integral over the element domain. Matrices B¯ and D are calculated using Eqn’s 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
B¯ =
∂N
∂x
=

∂N
∂x 1,1 0
∂N
∂x 1,2 0
∂N
∂x 1,3 0
∂N
∂x 1,4 0
0 ∂N∂x 2,1 0
∂N
∂x 2,2 0
∂N
∂x 2,3 0
∂N
∂x 2,4
∂N
∂x 2,1
∂N
∂x 1,1
∂N
∂x 1,2
∂N
∂x 1,2
∂N
∂x 2,3
∂N
∂x 1,3
∂N
∂x 2,4
∂N
∂x 1,4
 (3.3)
D =
Ee
1−ν2

1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 12 (1−ν)
 (3.4)
where Ee is the Young’s modulus of the element and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Element stresses can then be determined
using the strains, ε .
σ = Dε = DB¯ue (3.5)
3.1.2 Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis
Our analysis of polymeric materials is conducted using FEA for geometrically nonlinear hyperelastic materials. A
hyperleastic material is one where the material status can completely be describable with a given total strain [57]. In
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hyperelastic material models the potential energy function is represented as a function of deformation, and the stress
can be obtained by differentiating the potential energy function with respect to deformation. Because of the elastic
nature of these materials, the material model is independent of the deformation history, i.e. for the same final load
the same deformation can be expected, and once the load is released the material will return to the unperturbed state.
There are two types of models for hyperelastic materials – mechanistic models, which are based off the underlying
structure of the material; and phenomenological models, which are based off empirical observations. Mechanistic
models (e.g. Neo-Hookean, and Arruda-Boyce) require independent material properties, such as Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio. Phenomenological models (e.g. Ogden, Mooney-Rivlin, and Yeoh) require parameters for curve
fitting the material response to the model [54, 62].
This section will detail the static response of hyperelastic materials based on the total Lagrangian formulation.
For simplicity, we use the Neo-Hookean model as it requires only one material parameter [63], we then require less
experimental testing to obtain the material properties (compared to other mechanistic models), and additional curve
fitting parameters required for phenomenological models. 4-node isoparametric quadrilateral elements will be used
throughout the analysis. The total Lagrangian method assumes a continuous mapping between coordinates in the
undeformed state, X, and the current (deformed) state, x. The deformation gradient, F, can then be defined as,
F =
∂x
∂X
(3.6)
From Eqn. 3.6 it then holds that F is equal to the inverse of the derivative of X with respect to x. This derivative
can be calculated using element nodal coordinates of the undeformed state, X, and the derivative of the shape function,
N, with respect to the deformed geometry x.
F =
(
∂X
∂x
)−1
=
([
∂N
∂x
X
]T)−1
=
(
XT
∂N
∂x
T)−1
(3.7)
The right and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors (C and B respectfully) can then be defined in terms of the
deformation gradient.
C = FTF (3.8)
B = FFT (3.9)
The compressible Neo-Hookean model is then used to solve the mechanics problem. As mentioned previously
the potential energy function can be used to compute stresses within hyperelastic materials. For isotropic materials
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the constitutive relation must be independent of the coordinate frame as the material properties are the same in all
directions. This means that a strain component such as ε11 cannot be used for the constitutive relation since it is
dependent on the coordinate system. Hence, the potential energy function is defined using Lame´ constants and the
right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.
Φ=
1
2
λ0[lnJ]2−µ0 lnJ+ 12µ0[tr(C)−3] (3.10)
where J is computed as the determinant of F. The term tr(C) denotes the trace of the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor. Eqn. 3.10 utilizes the Lame´ constants, µ0 and λ0, which can be represented in terms of the element’s Young’s
modulus, Ee, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν . For polymeric materials, tensile testing is conducted to obtain values for E
and ν (refer to Appendix A).
µ0 =
Ee
2(1+ν)
(3.11)
λ0 =
νEe
(1+ν)(1−2ν) (3.12)
The Second Piola-Kirchoff stress, S, can now be calculated as twice the derivative of the potential energy function
with respect to the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.
S = 2
∂Φ
∂C
= λ0[lnJ]C−1+µ0(I−C−1) (3.13)
The Second Piola-Kirchoff stress relates forces in the reference configuration (undeformed state) with areas also
measured in the reference configuration. From here we can now evaluate the Cauchy stress, σ , which will relate forces
in the current configuration (deformed state) with areas in the current configuration. The Cauchy stress is defined as
σ =
1
J
FSFT (3.14)
and using Eqn. 3.13, can be calculated as
σ =
1
J
[
λ0[lnJ]I+µ0(FFT− I)
]
=
1
J
[
λ0[lnJ]I+µ0(B− I)
] (3.15)
By rearranging the Cauchy stress to Voigt notation, σ¯ (3× 1 in two dimensions), the internal force of a given
element can be calculated by
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fint,e =
∫
Ωe
B¯Tσ¯ dΩe (3.16)
To keep structural equilibrium the internal and external forces must be balanced. This gives the global residual
form as
R = fext − fint = 0 (3.17)
This residual equation gives rise to a nonlinear system of equations which are solved iteratively using a Newton-
Raphson procedure to obtain the global vector of nodal displacements, u (refer to Section 3.1.3). During each iteration
the nodal displacements are updated by ∆u (until convergence of Eqn. 3.17) using the following linear system of
equations
Ktan∆u = R (3.18)
The matrix Ktan is known as the tangent stiffness matrix and is formed by assembling element tangent stiffness
matrices, ktan,e. The element tangent stiffness is calculated as a sum of a material and a geometric component as
follows
ktan,e = kgeotan,e+kmattan,e (3.19)
ktan,e = I⊗
(∫
Ωe
B˜Tσ B˜dΩe
)
+
∫
Ωe
B¯TD¯B¯dΩe (3.20)
where D¯ is the constitutive tensor which relating stress to strain (assuming plane strain) and is calculated via Eqn.
3.21, B˜ is a special compact version of the strain displacement matrix, which retains only the nonzero entries from the
original matrix, B¯. Note also that the operator⊗, denotes the matrix outer product. These methods are further detailed
in [57] and [58].
D¯ =

λ0+2µ0 λ0 0
λ0 λ0+2µ0 0
0 0 µ0
 (3.21)
B˜ =
B¯1,1 B¯1,3 B¯1,5 B¯1,7
B¯2,2 B¯2,4 B¯2,6 B¯2,8
 (3.22)
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3.1.3 Displacement Control
Linear FEA only requires initial and final loading conditions to capture the material response. Geometric non-
linearity describes the case when there is a change in material behavior due to a change in geometry as the material
is distorted. Thus the material behavior changes with displacement and iterative procedures are required to fully
capture the material response. Either a prescribed force or displacement is increased iteratively to the final desired
load/displacement, where a system of linear equations is solved (Eqn. 3.18) on each iteration to capture discrete points
of the material response. When modeling a nonlinear material response it is often necessary to implement displace-
ment control. If the material response curve (i.e. force-displacement curve) contains limit points then the response
cannot be fully defined using force control as a single force may correspond to multiple different displacement values.
This will give multiple solutions to Eqn. 3.18 at that specific degree of freedom (DOF). This causes numerical issues
when inverting the Jacobian matrix due to the appearance of severe mesh distortion which leads the FEA to diverge.
Figure 3.1 shows (a) a linear material response and (b) a nonlinear material response, both of which can be fully de-
fined by any given force value. The third figure, (c), depicts a nonlinear material response that cannot be fully defined
by any given force as f2 corresponds to two different displacements values. However, in (c) the displacement can be
used to fully define the material response as each displacement corresponds to only one force value.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: Comparison between (a) linear material response, (b) nonlinear material response, (c) nonlinear material
response with limit point.
As the topology of the structure changes on each iteration of the optimizer, the material response can vary dra-
matically over the course of the optimization. To ensure stability in the mechanical analysis we adopt a displacement
control method. This Newton-Raphson based method was first introduced by Batoz and Dhatt in [64]. We prescribe
one non-zero displacement and the aim is to solve for all unknowns in the problem, namely all unspecified displace-
ments, and the magnitude of the external force, θ , required to create the specified non-zero displacement. The external
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force used in Eqn. 3.17 is defined as
fext = θ f0 (3.23)
where f0 is a sparse reference vector of size equal to the number of DOF and a unit value at the DOF corresponding to
the applied force. This method uses a decomposed tangent stiffness matrix introduced in Eqn. 3.18. Eqn. 3.18 can be
expressed as
Ktan[∆ua | ∆ub] = [R | f0] (3.24)
where ua and ub are defined as
u = ua+θub (3.25)
and so
∆u = ∆ua+∆θ∆ub (3.26)
The above system of equations is solved on each iteration until convergence of the residual equation (Eqn. 3.17).
The displacement at the prescribed input degree of freedom, p, is incremented by ∆up at the start of each iteration.
Using nested iterative procedure we seek a self-correcting ∆u such that Eqn. 3.17 is satisfied. As the displacement at
p is specified at the start of each outer iteration, we want no change in displacement at p for inner loop iteration, i.
From Eqn. 3.26 we get
[∆up]i = [∆uap]
i+∆θ i[∆ubp]
i = 0 (3.27)
∆θ i =− [∆u
a
p]
i
[∆ubp]i
(3.28)
These values are the self-correcting increments for the displacement field and input force, i.e.
[u]i+1 = [u]i+[∆u]i+1 (3.29)
θ i+1 = θ i+∆θ i (3.30)
This process is repeated for the desired number of outer iterations until convergence of Eqn. 3.17 when up is equal
to the desired input displacement. This method is useful for topology optimization due to the subsequent use of the
decompose tangent stiffness matrix in sensitivity analysis (Section 4.2) and its quadratic convergence.
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3.2 Discretization
The entire design domain is discretized into finite elements, where each element has a material density, x. The
material density is used as a parameter to determine which elements should be included in the design, and which
should be excluded. The goal is to achieve a clear 0-1 structure at convergence where the element, e, belongs to the
structure if its material density, xe, is equal to 1 and void for xe equal to 0. To produce a clear converged solution the
material density for the elements must be forced to either 0 or 1. This is achieved using the SIMP (solid isotropic
material with penalization) method [29, 65]. This is a gradient based approach that penalizes material properties that
relate to the Young’s modulus.
Ee = xpeE0 =⇒ λe = xpeλ0 ; µe = xpe µ0 (3.31)
In the above, the subscript e indicates that the property is specific to an element. The element density raised to
the power of p, multiplied by the material property for a solid material gives the effective material property for the
penalized material. The penalization parameter, p, is chosen to be 3 throughout this work. By penalizing intermediate
material densities (raised to the power of p) a solid-void design is promoted during optimization.
Traditionally in topology optimization we require the material densities to range between zero and one. How-
ever, by specifying a minimum material density of zero the FEA can diverge when inverting the Jacobian matrix (a
procedure common to both linear and nonlinear FEA analysis). If elements are at or close to zero stiffness it can
cause excessive mesh distortion and irregular or overlapping of elements. This in-turn creates numerical issues as the
Jacobian matrix becomes singular and the FEA problem unsolvable. To cope with this a minimum material density
value, xmin, is selected to be close enough to zero so that void regions have minimal impact in FEA results, but not
too small that the solution procedure diverges. Note that this method is not used in the functionally graded case as the
SIMP method is defined differently to cope with this problem.
3.2.1 FGM Formulation
We implement an original SIMP-type formulation for representing the local element material properties in the FGM
problem. This method is similar to those adopted in [12] and [13] where each element is assigned two design variables.
The effective Young’s modulus is evaluated as follows
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Ee = Emin+ x
p
0,e
(
El+ x1,e(Eu−El)
)
(3.32)
where the subscript min denotes the minimum allowable modulus value, l and u denote the lower and upper modulus
limits, x0,e is the material density of the element e and is penalized such that x0,e ∈ {0,1} for all e at a converged result.
The second design variable, x1,e, is the mixing ratio between upper and lower bounds of the Young’s modulus, which
is not penalized such that 0 ≤ x1,e ≤ 1, thus promoting an unbiased material distribution. The addition of the term
Emin ensures that there is some stiffness in the void regions, therefore x0,min = 0 for the functionally graded case. Note
that the mixing ratios, x1, are computational design variables and do not represent the physical mixing ratio between
materials. The physical mixing ratio (for manufacture) will be determined based on the local Young’s modulus in
converged designs. Also note that in order to compare homogeneous and FGM mechanisms, the minimum modulus
must be equal for the two cases i.e. Emin = xminpE0.
3.2.2 Filtering
Density filters alter the density of each element by producing a relationship between an element’s material density and
the material density of its surrounding elements. A density filter matrix, W is defined such that
x˜=W x (3.33)
where x˜ is a vector of filtered or physical variables and x contains the independent variables. For the homogeneous
case, the independent variables are the material densities, whereas in the FGM case, the independent variables include
both material densities and mixing ratios. In the FGM case, Young’s modulus, E, is also filtered to ensure smooth
gradations throughout the structure. Physical variables produce the final structure and are used in FEA, whereas the
sensitivities are calculated with respect to the independent variables. A filter radius, r, is used to determine how many
of the surrounding elements will contribute to the density filter. For any element, e, a circle of radius r is traced with
its center at e’s centroid. All other elements whose centroid lie within this radius contribute to the material density
of e. Element contributions are weighted such that the closer the neighboring element the higher the weighting will
be. For this work we use a linear relationship between the weighting and the distance between element centroids.
All elements outside the filter radius carry no weight. This relationship can be represented as a cone with its center
coincident to the centroid of e and the weighting of other elements is defined by the height of the cone above their
respective centroid, see Figure 3.2. The entries in W , wi j, are calculated as
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w¯i j = max[0,r−di j] (3.34)
wi j =
1
Nr
∑
k=1
¯wi j,k
w¯i j (3.35)
where the subscript i j denotes the ith row and jth column, r is the filter radius and di j is the distance between the two
element centroids, Nr is the number of elements whose centroids lie within the filter radius. Eqn. 3.35 normalizes the
entries of W calculated in Eqn. 3.34 such that the rows of W sum to 1.
Figure 3.2: Cone representation of the filtering process.
3.3 Stress Based Design
In the past, stress constraints have been introduced into topology optimization design to produce designs that are
not vulnerable to failure [66, 67, 68, 69]. Compliant mechanisms incorporate thin compliant joints to achieve move-
ment, however, these thin members also create stress concentrations in the design. Stress concentrations are areas of
increased stress caused by irregular geometry such as thin members, curves or sharp corners. For this work we will
implement stress constraints based on the von Mises yield criterion.
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The von Mises yield criterion is an empirical method of determining whether a material will yield when subjected
to complex loading. Von Mises proposed the method in 1913 [70] and in 1931 Taylor and Quinney [71] found that
the method is a more accurate predictor for yielding in metals than any previous suggested methods, such as Tresca’s
maximum yield stress criterion [72]. The von Mises stress crterion states that a material will fail if the von Mises
stress exceeds the material’s yield stress. The von Mises stress is defined in terms of plane stress in Eqn. 3.36.
σVM =
√
σxx2−σxxσyy+σyy2+3σxy2 (3.36)
where σxx, σyy, σxy are calculated as the entries in Eqn. 3.5 (linear FEA) or 3.15 (nonlinear FEA). The von Mises
stress is calculated at the 4 Gauss points of an element and averaged to obtain the von Mises stress within the element.
The von Mises stress yield criterion is still the most commonly adopted method for failure prediction used today,
although it is not without some shortcomings. As an empirical formulation there is no strict relation between when
the von Mises criterion predicts yielding, and when yielding actually occurs, however it has been proven to work
successfully as a predictor. Another major drawback is that the von Mises stress is always positive and therefore it does
not hold any information about whether the material is compression, tension or pure shear. Yield stress is commonly
determined from tensile testing as it is the easiest method. However, in real-world applications, materials generally
experience a difference between yield in tension and compression [73]. This is called the strength-differential (SD)
effect and has been shown experimentally in the past [74, 75, 76]. For the majority of materials the compressive yield
stress is higher than their tensile yield stress. This means that the von Mises stress criterion can indicate a material in
compression has yielded prematurely. This causes issues in enforcing stress constraints for certain designs. As yield
strength is most commonly found through tensile testing there is limited availability of compressive yield strength
over the broad range of materials necessary for our FGM formulation. Instead, we handle the issue caused by the SD
effect by making regions we know to experience high stress due to compression exempt from the constraint. Refer to
Section 5.2 for a more detailed description of this design procedure.
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Chapter 4
Optimization Approach
4.1 Design Problem Definitions
This section details the objective functions and constraints used in the optimization process. Throughout this
work two different objective functions have been used and are subject to up to three different constraints – a resource
constraint, a compliance constraint, and a stress constraint.
4.1.1 Objective Functions
In Eqn. 2.1 we show how to define an optimization problem. When designing compliant mechanisms the objective
function is generally defined in one of two ways – to maximize mechanical advantage, or to maximize geometric
advantage. Mechanical advantage is the ratio of the output force to in input force, whereas geometric advantage is the
ratio of output displacement to input displacement. Our objective function is defined as follows
g(u(x), f(x),x) =
Fout
Fin
for Mechanical Adv.
=
uout
uin
for Geometric Adv.
(4.1)
4.1.2 Resource Constraint
The resource constraint is defined in Eqn. 4.2, where M(x) can be either the local volume or Young’s modulus, which
are both a function of the independent variables, i.e. a volume or modulus constraint is used – these constraints will be
described in more detail further on. The maximum value of M that is physically possible for the entire design domain,
Ω, is denoted as M0. The ratio of M(x) to M0 is summed over Ω to give the resource fraction (volume or modulus
fraction, refer to Eqn’s 4.4 and 4.5). This ratio must be less than or equal to some user prescribed allowance, M¯. Note
also that the volume and modulus fractions are equal for the homogeneous case as the Young’s modulus is constant
for each element.
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∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ− M¯ ≤ 0 (4.2)
For the homogeneous case the resource fraction can be calculated in Eqn. 4.3. The domain is assumed to have a
uniform thickness, t, and an area, AΩ, consisting of Ne elements of area Ae. As all elements are of equal size, Eqn. 4.3
reduces to the sum of material densities divided by the number of elements, Ne.
∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ=
1
AΩtxmax
Ne
∑
e=1
Aetxe =
1
Ne
Ne
∑
e=1
xe (4.3)
For functionally graded meterials when a volume constraint is used the resource fraction is expressed as a volume
fraction similar to that of the homgoeneous case, and following the same theory the resource fraction is calculated as
follows.
∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ=
1
Ne
Ne
∑
e=1
x0,e (4.4)
Note that this constraint is evaluated purely based on x0,e and so elements with a higher Young’s modulus have the
same cost as those with a lower Young’s modulus. However, when a modulus constraint is used, elements of a higher
Young’s modulus come at a greater cost than those of a lower Young’s modulus. This encourages designs with a wider
spectrum of Young’s modulus values. The resource fraction is calculated by Eqn. 4.5 when a modulus constraint is
used.
∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ=
1
NeEu
Ne
∑
e=1
Ee (4.5)
4.1.3 Compliance Constraint
The second constraint is a compliance constraint, which is imposed at the input for the mechanical advantage prob-
lem and the output for the geometric advantage problem. This constraint ensures that there is a continuous chain of
material between the point of application and the boundary conditions. Because the objective function is a ratio, it
can continuously be minimized by lowering the output (for positive g) or input (for negative g), which in-turn prompts
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optimizer to solve this irregularity by reducing element densities at input/output locations. By ensuring some level
of stiffness at the input/output locations (i.e. not void), the force must be large enough to overcome the resistance
produced. Alternatively a minimum value constraint can be imposed on the input force for the gripper or output dis-
placement for the inverter, but this will not necessarily guarantee the continuous chain of material as elements can still
be pushed to void. The compliance constraint is defined in Eqn. 4.6a when using force control, and in Eqn. 4.6b when
using displacement control
C−Cmax ≤ 0 (4.6a)
Cmin−C ≤ 0 (4.6b)
where C is the compliance of the mechanism, Cmax and Cmin are the maximum and minimum allowable values for
compliance for the mechanism, i.e. an upper bound is used for force control and a lower bound for displacement
control.
4.1.4 Stress Constraint
The mechanical analysis of metals can be solved accurately using linear finite element analysis provided that the
material does not yield. To ensure materials do not yield enforce a stress constraint on the mechanism such that the
von Mises stress is less than yield stress for each element in the design domain.
σVM ≤ σy (4.7a)
σVM ≤ σy(Ee) (4.7b)
where Eqn. 4.7a represents the homogeneous case as yield stress, σy is constant, where as 4.7b represents the FGM
case where σy is a function of the local Young’s modulus, Ee, as it is a local material property. We normalize the
Young’s modulus to provide a better representation for comparison between different FGM yield strength relation-
ships (refer to Section 5.2 for more details).
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Von Mises stress is calculated using strain, and so areas in the mesh with high strain will experience high stresses.
The highest strains may occur in void regions and so it is possible for the highest stresses to also occur in void regions.
To prevent this, we employ stress relaxation such that the constraint becomes
xη
(
σVM
σy
−1
)
− ε ≤ 0 (4.8a)
x0η
(
σVM
σy,Ee
−1
)
≤ 0 (4.8b)
where σy,Ee is the value of σy evaluated with the element’s value of Ee. In using this formulation, stresses are relaxed
in the element by multiplying by the material density raised to the exponential η , which is chosen to be 0.5. By
relaxing the stresses in this manner, higher stresses can occur in void regions without violating the stress constraint,
such that only the solid regions must satisfy σVM ≤ σy. The constraint function also incorporates the term, ε , which is
a constant subtracted from the relaxed homogeneous stress function. This term is included in the homogeneous case
because the minumum value of x is not equal to zero meaning the function is conservative. This is not an issue for the
FGM formulation because the minimum value of x0 is 0, and so ε is not included. The value of ε is chosen to be
√
xmin.
The constraint function in Eqn. 4.8 must be satisfied for each element in the design mesh. This presents us with a
very large number of design constraints which will be computationally expensive. Instead we choose to focus on the
element where the stress is highest. To find the element with maximum stress we use the p-norm function which gives
the final constraint functions for homogeneous and FGM designs as
[ Ne
∑
e=1
(
xeη
σVM
σy
)ζ] 1ζ − (1+ ε)≤ 0 (4.9a)
[ Ne
∑
e=1
(
x0,eη
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ] 1ζ −1≤ 0 (4.9b)
where ζ is a constant used to evaluate the p-norm and is chosen to be 10.
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4.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is conducted to determine how each design variable should vary between iterations in order
to move towards an optimal design. Sensitivities are required for the objective function and all the constraints used in
the design. The majority of these functions hold both explicit and implicit dependence on x. In these design problems
there is a large ratio of design variables to constraint functions. This makes the adjoint method ideal for calculating
the sensitivities. We can express any function, F , in augmented Lagrangian form as follows
ΠF = F+λ TR = F+
[
λ f T λ pT
]R f
Rp
 (4.10)
where F can represent any objective or constraint function, λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, whose values must be
determined. However, note that for any λ , ΠF = F as we know the residual, R, is equal to 0 (refer to Eqn’s 3.1 and
3.17). This equation can also be represented in terms of free and prescribed degrees of freedom (DOF) denoted by the
subscripts f and p respectively. We require the sensitivities of the function with respect to each design variable, which
is represented in vector form as the derivative of Π with respect to x. Using the chain rule we obtain the expression
dΠF
dx
=
∂F
∂x
+
∂F
∂u f
du f
dx
+
∂F
∂ fp
dfp
dx
+λ f T
[
∂R f
∂x
+
∂R f
∂u f
du f
dx
+
∂R f
∂ fp
dfp
dx
]
+λ pT
[
∂Rp
∂x
+
∂Rp
∂u f
du f
dx
+
∂Rp
∂ fp
dfp
dx
] (4.11)
Together, u f and fp are the solutions to the finite element analysis. Note that the sixth term on the right hand side
(RHS) of Eqn. 4.11 is always equal to zero as the residual at the free DOF have no dependence on the force at the
prescribed DOF, and similarly the ninth term is always 1 (vector of ones). Note also the difference between ∂∂x and
d
dx operators, which represent explicit and implicit derivatives respectively. Explicit derivatives capture only direct
dependence of the function, whereas the implicit derivatives also capture indirect dependence due to the solution of
the equilibrium equation (Eqn’s 3.1 and 3.17 for linear and nonlinear analysis respectfully). We seek a λ that causes
all implicit terms to vanish. The following subsections will detail derivations of the sensitivities for objective functions
and each constraint function.
4.2.1 Objective Functions
Neither of the advantage functions has a direct dependence on the design variables and so the first term on the RHS
of Eqn. 4.11 is equal to zero. Likewise, the second and third terms on the RHS are equal to zero for the mechanical
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and geometric advantage problems respectively. This yields the following
dΠg
dx
=
∂g
∂ fp
dfp
dx
+λ f T
[
∂R f
∂x
+
∂R f
∂u f
du f
dx
]
+λ pT
[
∂Rp
∂x
+
∂Rp
∂u f
du f
dx
+
dfp
dx
]
(4.12a)
dΠg
dx
=
∂g
∂u f
du f
dx
+λ f T
[
∂R f
∂x
+
∂R f
∂u f
du f
dx
]
+λ pT
[
∂Rp
∂x
+
∂Rp
∂u f
du f
dx
+
dfp
dx
]
(4.12b)
where Eqn’s 4.12a and 4.12b are for mechanical and geometric advantages respectively. To make all implicit derivative
vanish we choose λ as follows
λ pT =− ∂g∂ fp
λ f T =−λ pT ∂Rp∂u f
[
∂R f
∂u f
]−1
=−λ pTKp fK−1f f
(4.13a)
λ pT = 0
λ f T =− ∂g∂u f
[
∂R f
∂u f
]−1
=− ∂g
∂u f
K−1f f
(4.13b)
where Eqn. 4.13a and 4.13b are for objective functions of mechanical and geometric advantage respectively. The
stiffness matrix, or tangent stiffness matrix (linear vs. nonlinear), K/Ktan, is also partitioned where Kp f is the matrix
whose rows and columns are equal to the prescribed and free DOF of K/Ktan. Likewise K f f is the matrix whose rows
and columns are equal free-free DOF of K/Ktan. The final adjoint sensitivity then becomes
dΠg
dx
=λ pT
∂Rp
∂x
+λ f T
∂R f
∂x
= λ T
∂R
∂x
=⇒ dΠg
dx
= λ eT
∂R
∂x
(4.14)
where λ and λ e can contain entries from both fixed and prescribed DOF. The derivative of the residual is calculated
as the derivative of Eqn. 3.1 for linear analysis and Eqn. 3.17 for nonlinear analysis. In Eqn. 3.17 the external force
has no direct dependence on x, therefore the derivative of the residual with respect to x is equal to the negative of the
internal force differentiated with respect to x.
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∂R
∂x
=
∂ke
∂x
ue = pxp−1k0ue (4.15a)
∂R
∂x
=− ∂
∂x
(∫
Ωe
B¯Tσ¯ dΩe
)
∂R
∂x
=
∫
Ωe
B¯T
(
1
J
[∂λe
∂x
[lnJ]I+
∂µe
∂x
(B− I)]) (4.15b)
where Eqn’s 4.15a and 4.15b are for linear and nonlinear analysis respectively. The term k0 is calculated via Eqn 3.2
without penalizing Ee in Eqn. 3.4. Derivatives in Eqn. 4.15b can be calculated for homogeneous and FGM cases ad
follows
∂µe
∂x
= pxp−1
E0
2(1+ν)
∂λe
∂x
= pxp−1
νE0
(1+ν)(1−2ν)
(4.16a)
∂µe
∂x
= px0p−1
El+ x1(Eu−El)
2(1+ν)
for x ∈ x0
= x0p
Eu−El
2(1+ν)
for x ∈ x1
∂λe
∂x
= px0p−1
ν(El+ x1(Eu−El))
(1+ν)(1−2ν) for x ∈ x0
= x0p
ν(Eu−El)
(1+ν)(1−2ν) for x ∈ x1
(4.16b)
4.2.2 Resource Constraints
The sensitivity of the resource constraints can be calculated by directly differentiating Eqn’s 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
d
dx
(∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ
)
=
1
Ne
(4.17a)
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d
dx
(∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ
)
=
1
Ne
for x ∈ x0
= 0 for x ∈ x1
(4.17b)
d
dx
(∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ
)
=
px0p−1(El+ x1(Eu−El))
Ne(Eu+Emin)
for x ∈ x0
=
x0p(Eu−El)
Ne(Eu+Emin)
for x ∈ x1
(4.17c)
where Eqn. 4.17a, 4.17b and 4.17c are for homogeneous, volume and Young’s modulus constraints respectively.
4.2.3 Compliance Constraint
Sensitivity of the compliance constraint is calculated using the adjoint method. The theory remains the same as that
adopted for the objective functions, where Eqn. 4.11 is simplified to Eqn. 4.18 and λ is defined in Eqn. 4.19.
dΠC
dx
=
∂C
∂u f
du f
dx
+
∂C
∂ fp
dfp
dx
+λ f T
[
∂R f
∂x
+
∂R f
∂u f
du f
dx
]
+λ pT
[
∂Rp
∂x
+
∂Rp
∂u f
du f
dx
+
dfp
dx
]
(4.18)
λ pT = up
λ f T =−λp ∂C∂u f
[
∂R f
∂u f
]−1
=−upKp fK−1f f
(4.19)
where up contains the prescribed input displacements. Similarly to Eqn. 4.14 we calculate the total sensitivity by
assembling local element sensitivities via Eqn. 4.20, where ∂R∂x is calculated using Eqn. 4.15.
dΠC
dx
=λ pT
∂Rp
∂x
+λ f T
∂R f
∂x
= λ T
∂R
∂x
=⇒ dΠC
dx
= λ eT
∂R
∂x
(4.20)
4.2.4 Stress Constraint
The adjoint method is also used to solve for the sensitivities of the stress constraint. For this constraint there is a direct
dependence on the design variables so the first term on the RHS of Eqn 4.11 is not equal to zero, and so becomes
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dΠS
dx
=
∂S
∂x
+
∂S
∂u f
du f
dx
+λ f T
[
∂R f
∂x
+
∂R f
∂u f
du f
dx
]
+λ pT
[
∂Rp
∂x
+
∂Rp
∂u f
du f
dx
+
dfp
dx
]
(4.21)
where S represents the stress constraint function defined in Eqn. 4.9. The explicit derivative of S is calculated in Eqn.
4.22 while the Lagrangian multipliers are calculated via in Eqn. 4.23, utilizing the derivative of the stress constraint
with respect to the displacement of free DOF expressed in Eqn. 4.24. Note that in Eqn’s 4.22 and 4.24 the suffixes a
and b represent homogeneous and FGM cases respectively, and σy,Ee is the yield stress for an element evaluated using
its Young’s modulus, Ee.
∂S
∂x
=
(
xη
σVM
σy
)ζ( Ne
∑
e=1
(
xeη
σVM
σy
)ζ) 1ζ −1(η
x
+
1
σVM
∂σVM
∂x
)
(4.22a)
∂S
∂x
=
(
x0η
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ( Ne
∑
e=1
(
x0,eη
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ) 1ζ −1( η
x0
+
1
σVM
∂σVM
∂Ee
∂Ee
∂x0
− 1
σy,Ee
∂σy,Ee
∂Ee
∂Ee
∂x0
)
for x ∈ x0
=
(
x0η
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ( Ne
∑
e=1
(
x0,eη
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ) 1ζ −1( 1
σVM
∂σVM
∂Ee
∂Ee
∂x1
− 1
σy,Ee
∂σy,Ee
∂Ee
∂Ee
∂x1
)
for x ∈ x1
(4.22b)
λ pT = 0
λ f T =− ∂S∂u f
[
∂R f
∂u f
]−1
=− ∂S
∂u f
K−1f f
(4.23)
∂S
∂u f
=
1
σyζ
( Ne
∑
e=1
(
xeη
σVM
σy
)ζ) 1ζ −1( Ne∑
e=1
xeζησVMζ−1
∂σVM
∂u f
)
(4.24a)
∂S
∂u f
=
1
σy,Eeζ
( Ne
∑
e=1
(
x0,eη
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ) 1ζ −1( Ne∑
e=1
x0,eζησVMζ−1
∂σVM
∂u f
)
(4.24b)
We can now represent Eqn. 4.21 as follows, where ∂R∂x is calculated using Eqn. 4.15
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dΠS
dx
=
∂S
∂x
+λ pT
∂Rp
∂x
+λ f T
∂R f
∂x
=⇒ dΠS
dx
=
∂S
∂x
+λ eT
∂R
∂x
(4.25)
4.3 Optimization Algorithm
The optimization problem is solved using a gradient-based algorithm, namely the Method of Moving Asymptotes
(MMA), outlined in [77]. During each optimization iteration the algorithm constructs and solves a convex approx-
imation of the problem based on the current value and gradients of the Lagrangian. The solution of the convex
sub-problem then becomes the updated design point in the optimization search. The design problem is said to have
reached an optimal solution once the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are satisfied [78, 79].
The complete algorithm combines methods discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. This algorithm is represented by the
flowchart in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the complete algorithm use in this analysis.
4.4 Post-Optimization Analysis
Once designs have converged to an optimal structure we seek to produce more reliable results. As mentioned pre-
viously, void elements must have some stiffness during the optimization process to prevent the finite element analysis
from diverging due to excessive mesh distortion (refer to Section 3.2). Even though void regions are modeled as a very
compliant material, the presence of this extra stiffness in the mechanism alters the final result. Because of this, void
elements in the optimized structure are removed from the finite element mesh and analysis is conducted on the new
mesh to obtain new results. It is expected that these results are closer to the physical mechanical/geometric advantages
that can be achieved after manufacturing. Where possible we also aim to verify the results through experimentally
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testing the prototypes.
To define a boundary between void and solid regions we select a tolerance value, xtol , such that elements are void if
x<xtol for homogeneous designs, where xtol = 0.3. For FGM designs, the structure is defined using Young’s modulus,
E, and so the boundary is defined based on a Young’s modulus tolerance, Etol , of 0.14 where elements are void if
E<Etol . Refer to Zegard and Paulino [49] for methods on creating clear material-void boundaries in density-based
topology optimized designs with density filtering.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Design of Polymeric Compliant Mechanisms
This section details the design of two different types of polymeric compliant mechanism – a gripper, and a geo-
metric inverter. The function of a gripper is to produce a mechanical advantage when gripping a workpiece, whereas
an inverter aims to produce a displacement (or force) in the opposite direction to the input while producing some
geometric (or mechanical) advantage. For the purpose of this analysis the gripper will produce a mechanical advan-
tage while inverter produces a geometric advantage. The design domains of both problems are outlined in Figure 5.1.
Due to the symmetry of the problem only half the domain is modeled. An input displacement, uin, is prescribed at
the left center of the design domains. At this input the nonlinear FEA code solves the resulting force to create this
displacement. The output is specified at the right of the design domains and the structures are to be fixed at the top
and bottom left corners of the domain. It is assumed that the gripper will act on a rigid workpiece and hence there will
be no displacement at the output. Therefore, the output force will be equal to the negative of the reaction force at the
output.
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(a) Gripper design domain (b) Inverter design domain
Figure 5.1: The two polymeric design problems illustrating boundary conditions, inputs, outputs and dimensions.
The purpose of these designs is to maximize the mechanical (case a) or geometric (case b) advantage. The design
problem is defined below where the objective function, g, is subject to a resource and compliance constraint (refer to
Section 4.1).
min
x
: g(u(x), f(x),x) =
Fout
Fin
(case a)
=
uout
uin
(case b)
subject to :
∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ− M¯ ≤ 0
: Cmin−C ≤ 0
: 0 < xmin ≤ x≤ 1
(5.1)
5.1.1 Case a: Gripper problem
Each gripper problem is solved for a unit input displacement (1 mm) and a larger displacement equal to 8% the
design domain length (5 mm). Firstly the mechanical analysis problem is solved for the homogeneous case (whether
the problem itself is homogeneous or functionally graded) with all element densities equal and a resource fraction of
M¯. Under this scenario the compliance of the structure is calculated and taken to be the minimum possible value of
compliance,Cmin (refer to Eqn. 5.1). All gripper results are presented with a resource constraint, M¯, of 0.4. The design
problem is detailed in Figure 5.1a and has an objective function to maximize mechanical advantage. Functionally
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graded mechanisms were modeled in two different ways – firstly a volume constraint is used which only accounts for
x0, and secondly we implemented a modulus constraint which accounts for values of both x0 and x1 (refer to Eqn.
3.32). Material properties used in the analysis were found experimentally (refer to Appendix A). All mechanisms
have a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4 with a Young’s modulus of 11 MPa for homogeneous designs, while the local Young’s
modulus is optimally varied between 0.14 MPa and 11 MPa for FGM designs. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show results for
gripper designs with 1 mm and 5 mm input displacements respectively. Table 5.1 compares the mechanical advantage
and maximum von Mises stress for all 6 gripper designs.
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Figure 5.2: Gripper results for 1 mm input displacement. Converged topologies are shown on top – (a) homogeneous
design, (b) FGM design with a volume constraint, (c) FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint. Von Mises
stress distributions are shown on bottom – (d) homogeneous design, (e) FGM design with a volume constraint, (f)
FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint.
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Figure 5.3: Gripper results for 5 mm input displacement. Converged topologies are shown on top – (a) homogeneous
design, (b) FGM design with a volume constraint, (c) FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint. Von Mises
stress distributions are shown on bottom – (d) homogeneous design, (e) FGM design with a volume constraint, (f)
FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint.
Mech. Adv. Max VM (MPa) Mech. Adv. Max VM (MPa)
Homogeneous 1 - 2.22 0.211 2.39 0.206
FGM 1 Volume 2.04 0.193 1.63 0.186
FGM 1 Modulus 2.37 0.194 2.39 0.194
Homogeneous 5 - 1.88 0.858 3.55 0.833
FGM 5 Volume 1.11 0.452 1.63 0.535
FGM 5 Modulus 1.55 0.638 2.86 0.708
Void elements removed
Material u in (mm) Constraint
Void elements included
Table 5.1: Comparison between gripper results with the optimized mesh. This mesh models void regions with a very
low stiffness.
In each gripper problem the maximum von Mises stress was reduced when FGMs were used, which suggests
that FGM designs experience lower stresses than homogeneous designs. However, in some examples the mechanical
advantage of the mechanism is also reduced with FGM designs. The largest loss in mechanical advantage is expe-
rienced when a volume constraint is used, but this design also produces the largest reduction in von Mises stresses.
The modulus-constrained gripper produced a higher mechanical advantage than the homogeneous gripper for low dis-
placement designs, but a lower mechanical advantage when optimized for higher outputs.
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From the stress distributions we see that for all gripper designs the highest von Mises stress occurs at the output
and the second highest at the input and boundary conditions. These stress concentrations are prominent in all designs
and are an unavoidable for the mechanical advantage problem. The next largest stress concentration is at the back of
the gripper’s jaws, as seen in all examples. By comparing stress distributions for each design problem we see that
FGM mechanisms have reduced the size and magnitude of these stress concentrations, particularly in the modulus-
constrained designs. Stress concentrations also occur at the mechanism’s compliant joints. When using a volume
constraint, the FGM mechanism experiences stress magnitudes at the joints similar to that of the homogeneous mech-
anism, however, when using a modulus constraint these stresses are reduced.
Based on these results it can be said that by varying the material properties across the gripper mechanism, the von
Mises stresses can be reduced as more compliant materials are optimally positioned throughout the structure. How-
ever, the algorithm is optimizing to maximize the mechanical advantage for which the inclusion of more compliant
materials can also produce negative effects. These compliant elements will deform easier than stiffer elements which
can lower reaction forces.
New meshes were then created with all void elements removed from the mesh (refer to Section 4.4). Mechanical
analysis was conducted once more on the new meshes and the results are shown in Table 5.1. It is important to notice
that results can change drastically when void elements are removed. We remove elements because it is expected that
these results will be closer to physical values after manufacturing. Values of xtol = 0.3 and Etol = 0.14 were used to
define the boundary of the material domain for homogeneous and FGM designs respectively. The same basic obser-
vations previously stated can also be drawn from these results, however removing void elements had different effect
on different designs. The most significant changes appear in problems with larger deflections, which is expected as
higher deflections will push further into void regions. Concentrating on the larger deflection mechanisms, we see
that the mechanical advantage increases drastically for homogeneous (89% increase) and modulus-constrained (85%
increase) mechanisms, but has less of an impact on the volume-constrained mechanism (47% increase). There was a
small decrease in maximum von Mises stress in these mechanisms also.
The large displacement mechanisms that have been prototyped are shown in undeformed and deformed configura-
tions in Figure 5.4. Unfortunately we do not have the capabilities to efficiently test the mechanical advantage of these
mechanisms as this would require highly sensitive load cells on input and output ports. These devices will also have
to be physically small in size in order to fit between the jaws of the gripper.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.4: Large displacement gripper prototypes in undeformed (top) and deformed (bottom) configurations where
(a) and (d) is the homogeneous mechanism, (b) and (e) is the volume-constrained FGM mechanism, and (c) and (f) is
the modulus-constrained FGM mechanism.
5.1.2 Case b: Inverter problem
The inverter problem is solved for a unit input displacement (1 mm) and a larger displacement equal to 10% of
the design domain length (6 mm). Similarly to the gripper problem, the analysis is first conducted on the homoge-
neous mechanism to obtain the value Cmin. All inverter results are presented with a resource constraint, M¯ of 0.3. The
design problem is detailed in Figure 5.1b and has an objective function as to maximize geometric advantage. Material
properties (found experimentally, refer to Appendix A) are the same for the inverter and gripper designs – Poisson’s
ratio of 0.4, homogeneous mechanisms are modeled with a Young’s modulus of 11 MPa, and FGM mechanisms with
a Young’s modulus optimally varied between 0.14 MPa and 11 MPa based on location within the mechanism. Figures
5.5 and 5.6 show results for 1 mm and 6 mm input displacements respectively. Table 5.2 compares the geometric
advantage and maximum von Mises stress for all 6 inverter designs.
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Figure 5.5: Inverter results for 1 mm input displacement. Converged topologies are shown on top – (a) homogeneous
design, (b) FGM design with a volume constraint, (c) FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint. Von Mises
stress distributions are shown on bottom – (d) homogeneous design, (e) FGM design with a volume constraint, (f)
FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint.
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Figure 5.6: Inverter results for 6 mm input displacement. Converged topologies are shown on top – (a) homogeneous
design, (b) FGM design with a volume constraint, (c) FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint. Von Mises
stress distributions are shown on bottom – (d) homogeneous design, (e) FGM design with a volume constraint, (f)
FGM design with a Young’s modulus constraint.
Material u in (mm) Constraint Geo. Adv. Max VM (MPa) Geo. Adv. Max VM (MPa)
Homogeneous 1 - 1.33 0.0793 1.42 0.0257
FGM 1 Volume 1.02 0.0243 0.937 0.0107
FGM 1 Modulus 1.43 0.167 1.500 0.038
Homogeneous 6 - 0.898 0.597 0.997 0.144
FGM 6 Volume 0.832 0.252 0.760 0.0737
FGM 6 Modulus 0.952 1.53 1.12 0.307
Void elements removedVoid elements included
Table 5.2: Comparison between inverter results with void element included and removed from the FEA mesh.
Compared to the homogeneous mechanisms, FGM mechanisms with volume constraints produce lower geometric
advantages but also lower von Mises stresses – this observation is common to both gripper and inverter designs. When
a modulus constraint is used, the geometric advantage is higher than the homogeneous mechanisms but so too are the
von Mises stresses. There appears to be trade-off between increasing the geometric advantage of the mechanism and
reducing stresses within the mechanism.
Comparing stress distributions and maximum von Mises stress in Table 5.2 it is very easy to see that the stresses
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in the FGM mechanisms with a volume constraint are much lower than the other designs, and stress concentrations
seem to have been eliminated. Homogeneous and modulus-constrained designs experience stress concentrations at the
input location, boundary conditions, and compliant joints. Implementing FGMs with a modulus constraint seems to
have no beneficial impact on the stress distributions in the inverter mechanisms.
New meshes were then created with all void elements removed from the mesh. Mechanical analysis was conducted
once more on the new meshes and the results are shown in Table 5.2. With void elements removed, we see a large
drop in maximum von Mises stress throughout all the designs, as well as a change in geometric advantage. For ho-
mogeneous mechanisms and modulus-constrained FGM mechanisms the geometric advantage is increased, with the
FGM mechanism still being more advantageous. However, similar to the gripper case, the volume-constrained FGM
mechanisms performed worse when the elements were removed with geometric advantage decreasing.
It is also worth noting that the inverter designed for a 6 mm displacement with a modulus constraint experiences
a stress higher than the maximum ultimate strength of 1.4 MPa measured in the tensile tests (refer to Appendix A).
However, once void elements are removed the maximum von Mises stress drops by 80% to well below the ultimate
strength. This result inspired further work on stress-constrained FGM mechanisms to ensure materials do not fail
(refer to Section 5.2).
Large displacement inverter mechanisms have also been prototyped and are shown in Figure 5.7. With geometric
advantage mechanisms it is far easier to validate their performance experimentally. Geometric advantages obtained
through testing these prototypes are presented and compared with computational results in Table 5.3. The differences
in the geometric advantage of these prototype can be clearly seen in Figure 5.8 which shows the 3 mechanisms in their
deformed configurations starting from the same datum.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.7: Large displacement inverter prototypes in undeformed (top) and deformed (bottom) configurations where
(a) and (d) is the homogeneous mechanism, (b) and (e) is the volume-constrained FGM mechanism, and (c) and (f) is
the modulus-constrained FGM mechanism.
Material u in (mm) Constraint
Void elements 
included
Void elements
 removed
Prototyped
mechanisms
Homogeneous 6 - 0.898 0.997 0.75
FGM 6 Volume 0.832 0.760 0.83
FGM 6 Modulus 0.952 1.12 1.33
Geometric Advantage
Table 5.3: Comparison between inverter prototype results with computational results.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.8: Comparison between output displacements in prototyped mechanisms. Homogeneous designs are shown
on the left, FGM volume-constrained designs in the center and FGM modulus constrained designs on the right. (a)
Shows the neutral starting position while (b) shows the extended position.
From the results in Table 5.3 we see that the FGM modulus-constrained inverter outperforms the other two mech-
anisms which is in keeping with the computational results. This result can be clearly seen in Figure 5.8. However
we also see that the FGM volume-constrained design performs better than the homogeneous design which was not
reflected in the computational results. There is significant error between experimental and computational results of up
to 28% with void elements included and up to 33% with void elements removed. This then suggests that removing the
elements does not create more accurate computational results with respect to geometric advantage. Further experimen-
tal analysis would be required to validate the stress distribution results. The FGM volume-constrained analysis with
void elements included produced a result within 0.15% of the experimental result showing that this analysis can be
accurate, however, further steps are required to ensure good accuracy. A major source of error comes with interpolat-
ing results in Figure 5.6 from a discrete finite element mesh design to a smooth material boundary. This interpolation
was done by eye which holds a large margin for error and it is suggested that more accurate interpolation methods be
explored for future work. One method to reduce this error is to use a finer mesh, however, this is not always possible
with nonlinear analysis as computational costs become a major factor (as was the case here).
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5.2 Design of Metallic Compliant Mechanisms
Metallic design problems are solved using linear FEA. For this analysis to be accurate we must ensure that the
material does not yield. To do this we implement stress constraints. Design problems will be solved with homoge-
neous materials and FGM’s. As the local material properties vary in the FGM structure, the structure will yield at
different stresses depending on the yield stress of the local material. For the FGM case we use relationships between
local yield stress, σy, and local Young’s modulus, Ee. We use polynomial curve fits to produce a smooth, continuous,
and differentiable Ee-σy relationship. For this work we will study two different FGM relationships. The FGMs will
range from the most compliant to stiffest material in the following manner: Case (a) lead-copper-iron, and Case (b)
lead-titanium-platinum-iron. All material properties were obtained from the online database MatWeb [80] and shown
in Table 5.4. The two yield stress relationships are shown in Figure 5.9.
Material
Young's Modulus 
(GPa)
Yield Strength 
(MPa)
Lead 14 18
Copper 110 33
Iron 200 50
Lead 14 18
Titanium 116 140
Platinum 171 125
Iron 200 50
Case (a)
Case (b)
Table 5.4: Material properties used in analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Yield stress-Young’s modulus relationships for all four cases
5.2.1 Gripper problem
This section will present and compare homogeneous and FGM designs with and without constraints on maximum
stress. To study the effects of stress constraints we seek to solve another gripper problem. The design problem is
defined similarly to the previous gripper problem with an objective function to maximize mechanical advantage. The
design domain is shown in Figure 5.10 and the design problem is defined in Eqn. 5.2.
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Figure 5.10: Stress constrained metallic gripper design domain with regions highlighted in blue that are exempt from
the stress constraint.
min
x
: g(u(x), f(x),x) =
Fout
Fin
subject to :
∫
Ω
M(x)
M0
dΩ− M¯ ≤ 0
: C−Cmax ≤ 0
:
[ Ne
∑
e=1
(
xeη
σVM
σy
)ζ] 1ζ − (1+ ε)≤ 0 for homogeneous design
[ Ne
∑
e=1
(
x0,eη
σVM
σy,Ee
)ζ] 1ζ −1≤ 0 for FGM design
: 0 < xmin ≤ x≤ 1
(5.2)
The gripper results presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that the maximum von Mises stress occurs at the grippers
inputs and outputs, however this is not the point of failure. The von Mises stress may be highest in these regions but a
downfall of the von Mises yield criterion is its inability to determine whether an element is in compression or tension.
Generally, materials fail exclusively in tension or shear as the yield strength in tension and shear is lower than in com-
pression (refer to Section 3.3). Tensile yield strength is used in calculations as there is more material data available
in tension. The gripper’s input and output locations are examples of regions which experience high compression and
therefore the von Mises stress may indicate yielding when it does not yield at these locations. This flaw in the von
Mises yield criterion will cause the stress constraint to be satisfied prematurely in the optimization. To handle this the
stress constraint is not enforced in the regions surrounding input and output locations. These regions are highlighted
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as blue squares in Figure 5.10.
To demonstrate the behavior of gripper designs in failure we look to solve the homogeneous polymeric gripper
design problem described in Figure 5.1 and Eqn. 5.1 with a higher input displacement of 10 mm to ensure the
mechanism will fail. The topology and stress distribution of this problem is shown in Figure 5.11. The resource
constraint, M¯, is 0.3 and the minimum compliance is set to the value of compliance at the initial condition where each
element density is equal to M¯. The material has a Young’s modulus is 11 MPa and Poisson ratio of 0.4 in keeping with
results presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.11: Computational results for a polymeric gripper with 10 mm input displacement.
Once the design was prototyped it soon showed signs of failure as can be seen in Figure 5.12. From the stress
distribution in Figure 5.11 we see that the maximum stress occurs at the output where as in Figure 5.12 we see that
failure occurs at a compliant joint. Note also that the stress calculated in the region where failure occurs is close to the
ultimate tensile stress of 1.4 MPa found in material testing (Appendix A).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12: Prototyped mechanism in (a) undeformed configuration, (b) deformed configuration on the onset of
failure, (c) and (d) after complete failure.
Homogeneous designs were modeled as the stiffest material, iron, which has a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa and
a yield strength of 50 MPa. Poisson’s rtatio is assumed to be equal and constant for all mechanisms, and is taken to be
0.35, which is calculated as the average Poisson ratio of all materials used. All mechanisms have an input force of 50
N. Figure 5.13 shows homogeneous designs with and without stress constraints.
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Figure 5.13: Homogeneous metallic designs without stress constraint (top) and with stress constraint (bottom), where
(a) is the homogeneous topology without stress constraint, (b) the homogeneous stress distribution without stress
constraint, (c) is the homogeneous topology with stress constraint, and (d) the homogeneous stress distribution with
stress constraint.
By comparing the designs in 5.13 we can see that the stress constraint has altered the topology to reduce stresses in
the structure. Maximum stress occurs at the back of the gripper’s jaws. From Figure 5.13c we see the member in this
region has been made thicker to redistribute and lower stresses (can also be seen in Figure 5.13d). Joints throughout
the mechanism have too been made thicker in an effort to reduce stress.
FGM designs are produced with two different σy-E relationships, case (a) and case (b), as seen from Figure 5.9.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 shows volume- and modulus-constrained mechanisms respectively, with no stress constraint,
case (a) and case (b). A comparison between mechanical advantages for all metallic mechanisms is shown in Table
5.5.
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Figure 5.14: Volume constrained metallic gripper topologies (top) and stress distributions (bottom). (a) No stress
constraint topology, (b) case a topology, (c) case b topology, (d) no stress constraint stress distribution, (e) case a
stress distribution, (f) case b stress distribution.
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Figure 5.15: Modulus constrained metallic gripper topologies (top) and stress distributions (bottom). (a) No stress
constraint topology, (b) case a topology, (c) case b topology, (d) no stress constraint stress distribution, (e) case a
stress distribution, (f) case b stress distribution.
No Stress
Constraint
Stress
Constraint
No Stress
Constraint Case (a) Case (b)
Volume-Constained 1.27 0.78 1.40
Modulus-Constrained 1.14 0.41 1.03
1.46 1.44
Homogeneous Functionally Graded
Table 5.5: Comparison between mechanical advantage results for metallic grippers.
Figure 5.14 shows us that the maximum stress occurs at the back of the gripper’s jaws for volume-constrained
FGM mechanisms. The same results was observed for homogeneous designs. Case (a), like the homogeneous de-
signs, has created a thicker member at the back of the gripper’s jaws and thicker joints throughout the mechanism
in order to reduce stresses. Case (b) includes materials with lower stiffness but higher yield strength. These more
compliant materials can then be used in high stress areas to ensure the design does not fail. As a result, case (b) design
still incorporates thinner members and joints throughout the mechanism.
Modulus constrained results are shown in Figure 5.15 and, in general, the designs experience lower stresses
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throughout the structure compared to other two design methods. Highest stresses are experienced at the fixed points in
these designs and so thicker members are used in these regions for case (a) and more compliant (higher yield strength)
materials for case (b). In case (a) the majority of the material is distributed on the input side of the mechanism in
order to satisfy the stress constraint. This has a knock-on effect of lowering the mechanical advantage capabilities as
reflected in Table 5.5.
A comparison between mechanical advantage is presented in Table 5.5. One significant result is that homogeneous
mechanisms perform better than FGM designs, which contradicts the previous results found for polymeric designs.
The major differences between polymeric and metallic materials is that metals have much higher stiffness (difference
of magnitude 104) and a much lower displacement (difference of magnitude 102). One major advantage of incorpo-
rating compliant materials comes with their ability to achieve larger deformation which can potentially lead to more
efficient mechanisms. As metallic mechanisms experience minimal deformation this advantage is lost. Designs from
case (b) perform better than designs from case (a). This result is expected as the σy-E relationship in case (b) is
tailored to allow more compliant materials at no cost to the stress constraint. It is generally expected that the addition
of constraints will lead to less efficient designs as they are constraining the design space. This holds true when stress
constraints are introduced for most designs, however, the volume-constrained case (b) design performs better than the
design without stress constraints. As the converged design in case (b) is possible in the design space when no stress
constraint is used, we can conclude that the volume-constrained design without stress constraints is a local minimum
(refer to section 2.3.4).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We presented the hypothesis that implementing functionally graded materials in the design of compliant mecha-
nisms will produce more efficient designs through increasing mechanical/geometric advantage and improving stress
distributions. In order to conduct this study this thesis has introduced novel methods for modeling local element ma-
terial properties in FGM structures. We have also introduced a novel method for stress-based topology optimization
of FGM structures. The theory and methods presented in the opening chapters of this thesis have been implemented
to produce compliant mechanism designs using polymeric and metallic materials.
It has been found from the polymeric gripper results that with small input displacements, incorporating FGMs into
compliant mechanism design with a modulus constraint both improves mechanical advantage and stress distributions,
which affirms our hypothesis for the mechanical advantage problem. However this is dependent on the resource con-
straint as the volume-constrained designs failed to produce either higher mechanical advantages or improved stress
distributions. For higher input displacements, we found that homogeneous designs produced a higher mechanical
advantage, but also higher stresses throughout the mechanism. For polymeric inverters, or geometric advantage prob-
lems, we notice a trade-off between geometric advantage and stress distributions with the resource constraint. By
using a volume constraint, the stresses throughout the mechanism are significantly reduced, and stress concentrations
are eliminated, but with the negative effect of reducing geometric advantage. Conversely, when a modulus constraint
is used, the geometric advantage of the mechanism increased compared to a homogeneous design, but with the neg-
ative effect of increasing stresses throughout the mechanism. Results also suggest that the presence of void elements
in converged designs has a significant effect on results. One case saw a material failing under high stresses, but once
void elements were removed these stresses dropped by 80%, which is significantly below the ultimate strength of the
material. We therefore conclude that implementing FGMs in compliant mechanism design has a positive impact on
the mechanism’s structural performance, however the value of this impact is dictated by the design problem and design
methods.
Polymeric inverter results were prototyped and tested experimentally to validate computational results. It was
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found that both volume- and modulus-constrained FGM mechanisms performed better than the homogeneous mech-
anism, which was not shown in computational results. Consistency between experimental and computational results
was achieved in one (out of three), and removing void elements from the design domain has no beneficial effect on
the achieving this consistency. This shows that good consistency can be achieved, however further steps should be
taken in order to ensure consistency. One major source of error between computational and experimental results is
caused by coarseness of the mesh as some interpolation is required. Here, interpolation of the material boundary was
performed manually, which has a large margin for error.
A formulation for modeling stress constraints in functionally graded structures has been successfully implemented.
This formulation takes yield strength to be a function of local Young’s modulus. Relationships between yield strength
and Young’s modulus have been studied and presented. Results for metallic designs are inconsistent with polymeric
design results, as the FGM mechanisms were less efficient than the homogeneous mechanisms. One source for this
could be that these mechanisms experience very little displacement (<0.1 mm), whereas a major advantage of func-
tionally graded materials is that they incorporate more compliant materials that can achieve displacement easily at low
stress. These compliant materials are also less efficient at transmitting loads as they are easily deformed.
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Appendix A
Materials Testing
To conduct the mechanical analysis described in Chapter 3 we require two independent material properties, namely
the Young’s modulus, E, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν . These material properties are used to calculate the Lame´ constants
which in turn was used in the analysis. The material properties used in the mechanical analysis were based on materi-
als available for prototyping. These material properties were achieved through simple tensile tests in accordance with
ASTM standard D638 [81].
Prototypes have been created using a Polyjet 3D printer by Stratasys (Objet260 Connex3). Two Stratasys mate-
rials are modeled, TangoBlack+ and a material blend of TangoBlack+, RGD531 and RGD515 (digital material code
FLX95595). Both materials experience hyperelastic behavior, however material 1 (TangoBlack+) is a highly flexible,
compliant material, whereas material 2 (blend FLX95595) is a much stiffer material. The homogeneous models are
based on material 2 only (stiffer material), whereas the FGM models are able to use any mixing ratio of the two mate-
rials. Because both materials are non-rigid, so flat dog-bone specimens were produced based on the type 4 specimen
in [81].
A.1 Young’s Modulus
The universal testing machine (UTM) recorded load data, but because the materials are so flexible (especially
material 1), the specimens could not be fitted with any available extensometers as the weight of the instrument alone
deforms the specimen. Relying on the crosshead speed for extension, and subsequently strain data, is too unreliable
as there is too much deformation outside the specimen’s gauge length. Instead the entire experiment was recorded,
giving the view on the right in Figure A.1. The camera started to record simultaneously with the UTM. The elongation
of the specimen can then be determined by reviewing the recordings of the experiment. Notice how the gauge length
is clearly marked on the test specimen, this gauge length is measured prior to testing. At time zero in the video record-
ing, the gauge length of the specimen can be measured on screen, and a linear mapping can be produced between
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the real gauge length (prior to testing) and the on-screen gauge length. This mapping can then be used to convert the
onscreen deformed gauge length at specific times in the test video to the real deformed gauge length. Based on this
data, elongation and strain values at specific times can be achieved and linked to corresponding load values from the
UTM data. A crosshead speed of 50 mm/min was used for both materials. The specimen and experimental set up is
shown in Figure A.1. It is also important to note that smooth grip jaws were used as knurled jaws could pierce and
damage the soft specimen, producing stress concentrations and causing the specimen to fail outside of the gauge length.
Smooth Jaws 
Crosshead 
Test Specimen 
Extension 
Figure A.1: Experimental setup is shown on the right and detail of the specimen on the left.
Stress-Strain relationships are then be produced and analyzed to find values for Young’s modulus as described in
[81]. Based on mean values of 6 samples, material 1 was found to have a Young’s modulus of 0.14 MPa, and material
2, a Young’s modulus of 11 MPa. Stress-Strain relationships for the 6 samples of each material are shown below. All
samples were tested to failure.
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Figure A.2: Test data for (a) material 1 and (b) material 2.
A.2 Poisson’s Ratio
The Poisson’s ratio was found by mounting the specimen in the UTM as shown in Figure A.1 and extending in
the axial direction in small incremental steps whilst remaining within the linear elastic region. At each increment
the deformation in axial and transverse directions were recorded and used to calculate strains in the axial, εz, and
transverse directions, εx, εy. Poisson’s ratio, by definition, is then calculated as
ν =−dεx
dεz
=−dεy
dεz
(A.1)
where εz is axial strain, and εx and εy are the transverse strains. Poisson’s ratio was taken to be an average of all
recorded measurements. It was later found that material 1 is too compliant to obtain accurate readings using vernier
calipers as it is too easy for the calipers to deform the specimen. Instead, it was assumed that the Poisson’s ratio of
material 1 is equal to the Poisson’s ratio of material 2. Based on mean values of 5 readings the Poisson’s ratio of
material 2 was found to be 0.4.
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